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Simulation of Morphology Changes in Drying Leaves
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Abstract
We introduce a biologically motivated simulation technique for the realistic shape deformation of drying leaves. In
contrast to skeleton-based leaf deformation, our approach simulates the whole leaf surface to capture the fine de-
tails of desiccated leaves. We represent a leaf as a triangulated double-layer structure that consists of a Delaunay
triangulation discretized along the vein structure and its corresponding Voronoi diagram. This structure can gen-
erate not only sharp creases along leaf veins, but also the complicated curling and crumpling on the leaf surface.
The loss of water is the major factor that controls the inhomogeneous shrinkage of drying leaves. The proposed
osmotic water flow successfully models the gradual changes of dehydrated regions advancing towards the veins.
We demonstrate the robustness of our method by comparing a sequence of simulated morphology changes with
photographs of real leaves.
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1. Introduction

Dying and drying leaves are an essential component of au-
tumn scenes; but their morphology is complicated. They
wrinkle, curl and crumple while generating folds along their
leaf veins. The veins on a leaf are conspicuous and sup-
port the leaf surface. Therefore, existing methods of mod-
eling and deforming leaves have been focused on veins
[MMPP03, HSVGB05, RFL∗05, PTMG08]. The simple in-
terpolations [MMPP03, HSVGB05] used in these methods
can capture the curved shapes of desiccated leaves, but ne-
glect the fine details found on the leaf surface (Fig. 17
(c)) This paper focuses on the morphological features and
changes of the drying leaf surface based on biological theo-
ries.

A drying leaf generates wrinkles on the surface, because
it buckles rather than compresses to minimize the stress in-
duced by inhomogeneous shrinkage. We use a cloth simula-
tion technique [MHHR07] to capture the fine wrinkles on
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a dehydrated leaf surface. Cloth is usually represented as
a 2D manifold mesh, which requires an additional bending
model to simulate buckling [CK02]. We model a leaf as a
double layer of a Delaunay triangulation and a Voronoi dia-
gram. This is a triangular analogy of a double-layer structure
based on body-centered squares [JKK11], and it inherits the
advantage that both bending and shrinkage can be controlled
by the length of springs. The triangular version is more ap-
propriate for the irregular mesh formed by leaf veins.

Water accounts for 70% of the volume of leaf cells, and
so dehydration causes cell shrinkage [KB95]. This leads us
to control the shrinkage of drying leaves according to the
loss of water. Therefore, we simulate the internal water flow
of a leaf and the shrinkage depending on the water change.
Adjusting the diffusion coefficient or boundary conditions
in the water flow model allows us to generate a variety of
dehydration scenarios.

The boundary regions of a leaf shrink more: they cannot
easily replenish lost water because of their distance from
veins. Leaf water flows through the permeable membranes
that separate the leaf cells because of the different concen-
trations of solutes in adjacent cells; this is called osmosis
[KB95]. Living leaves have an inhomogeneous distribution
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Figure 1: The deformation of a drying Shellbark Hickory
leaf. As the dehydration progresses, the regions far away
from the leaf base shrink faster and wrinkle more (top). The
double-layer structure bends as the Voronoi layer shrinks by
water loss (bottom).

of water and solutes which causes water to diffuse from
the veins to the boundary regions. However, diffusion mod-
els that force all regions to have the same water content in
the equilibrium state cannot accomplish the inhomogeneous
distribution of water in a leaf. In this paper, we simulate
the osmotic water flow by extending an existing diffusion
model [DMSB99]. The flow is controllable by designing the
distribution of solutes, because water flows in the direction
of the concentration gradient.

We present a simulation technique for the gradual shape
changes of a single drying leaf focusing on the deformation
quality by capturing detailed features. This paper makes the
following contributions.

• We introduce the triangle-Voronoi double-layer structure
to generate complicated wrinkles and folds by inhomoge-
neous shrinkage.
• Simulation of the osmotic diffusion of water flowing ac-

cording to the concentration gradient allows users to con-

trol the distribution and flow of water along the leaf vena-
tion.

2. Related Work

Interactive techniques for modeling 3D curved leaves allow
the user to manipulate the vein skeletons. The shape of the
leaf surface can then be approximated using the deformed
veins by free-form deformation [MMPP03] or harmonic in-
terpolations [HSVGB05]. An L-system is a practical method
of generating large numbers of self-similar plants by apply-
ing production rules recursively. The L-system based mod-
eling technique [PMKL01] can generate curved leaves by
rules that twist and bend the generalized cylinder sweeping
the leaf along its axis. Peyrat and Galin [PTMG08] encode
the rules for the evolution of a leaf’s shape and color in their
2Gmap L-system, and simulate aging by making the angles
between veins parameters of a grammar.

Although the modeling techniques using vein skeletons
succeeded in obtaining the overall curved shapes of leaves,
detailed features such as curling or bending of the leaf sur-
face cannot be achieved. This is because the degree of free-
dom of the leaf surface completely relies on the complexity
of the skeleton.

In the biological view, the curled shape of the desiccated
leaf is a buckling of the leaf surface caused by the non-
uniform volume changes in local regions [CRM∗04]. Xiao
and Chen [XC11] focus on the curled morphology observed
in drying leaves. Using the experimentally measured strains
of dried leaves, they create a linear differential strain field re-
lated to the distance from the boundary of an elliptical shell
and approximate the normalized average curvature to make
the leaf buckle by shrinkage. Varying the material properties
of veins, such as thickness and elasticity, causes wavy fea-
tures to become prominent. The resulting deformations are
plausible, except that veins close to the stalk distorted unnec-
essarily because of their proximity to the edge. To resolve
this problem, we approximate the dehydration rates of local
regions depending on the distance from the closest veins; as
a result, the regions away from the main vein wrinkle faster
and to a greater extent (Fig. 1).

To the best of our knowledge, research on the deforma-
tion of drying leaves under non-uniform shrinkage or expan-
sion has not been introduced in computer graphics. Instead,
we have surveyed the simulation techniques of other natu-
ral phenomena. The simulation of flower opening [IYKI08]
is similar to the growth of leaves in that flower petals bend
because of the different expansion rates of their upper and
lower surfaces.

The simulation controls the non-uniform expansion of the
two surfaces by designed textures. Kider et al. [KJRB11]
use a mass-spring system to simulate the rotting of fruit,
in which fungus spreads on the surface and the volume de-
creases by dehydration.

c© 2012 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: (a) The multi-cellular structure of a leaf is sim-
plified to (b) a double-layer structure. When the dehydra-
tion rates on the upper and lower layer are different, the leaf
curls (c) upward and (d) downward.

3. Leaf Modeling

A leaf is a multicellular structure in which different types of
cells are layered in turn (Fig 2). The mesophyll layer fills
the internal leaf volume between the upper and lower epi-
dermis, and cuticles covering the epidermis provide a wa-
terproof leaf from being wet or dry. The effect of water on
the organelles causes complicated volume changes. Shrink-
age rates can be determined by experiment [XC11] or simply
linked to water loss.

In order to obtain realistic wrinkling, we model leaves
with a double-layer structure. We considered using body-
centered squares, which have been used to model the com-
plicated wrinkling of burning shells by shrinking the length
of springs in proportion to mass loss [JKK11]. However, the
regularity of the body-centered squares makes them unsuit-
able for modeling leaves, which have sharp creases along
their veins. We have therefore developed a similar structure,
but based on triangles.

3.1. Model Acquisition

The initial leaf model in our simulation consists of a nat-
urally curved triangular double-layer structure that accom-
modates the leaf outline and vein structure.

Our modeling process starts with a photograph of a single
leaf and an auxiliary image (Fig. 3 (a, b)) which identifies the
vein structure and the silhouette of the leaf. We create vein
particles (green points) and their connecting springs by sam-
pling the auxiliary image, and generate a regular distribution
of random particles (black points) to obtain an even distri-
bution (Fig. 3 (c)). Then, we triangulate all these particles to
produce a triangular mesh (Fig. 3 (d)).

It is straightforward to create a 3D double-layer struc-
ture from the triangular mesh (Fig. 3 (e)). Creases along

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(g)

Figure 3: The leaf modeling process: Given (a) a 2D image
and (b) an auxiliary image, (c) the particles used to con-
struct the veins (green) and the leaf surface (black) are sam-
pled in turn (d) and triangulated. The flat triangular mesh is
converted into a double-layer structure. The corresponding
springs on (e) the Voronoi layer and (f) the link layer. (g)
By shrinking or expanding the springs on the Voronoi layer
with thickness (hV

vein < 0, hV
sur f > 0), the leaf mesh bends,

generating creases along the veins.

veins and a curved leaf surface are achieved by adjusting the
length of the springs on the Voronoi layer. We shrink the vein
springs to make creases and expand the remaining springs to
make the leaf curl using our deformation system (Fig. 3 (f)).
In the example of Fig. 3, vein particles on the Voronoi layer
are positioned in the opposite direction to the surface. Either
the vein particles in the normal direction shrink or those in
the opposite direction expand; both result in the same creases
(Fig 4(b)).

3.2. The Triangle-Based Double-Layer Structure

Our double-layer structure consists of a Delaunay triangu-
lation and its corresponding Voronoi diagram, we call these
two triangle and Voronoi layers, and they are connected by
a third ’link layer’, which maintains the thickness between
them.

This structure is shown in Fig. 5. A Voronoi particle pV
i is

simply located at the center of each triangle, and a Voronoi
spring sV

j which links pairs of Voronoi particles in adja-
cent triangles (Fig. 5 (b)). Three link springs sL

j connect the

c© 2012 The Author(s)
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(a) (b) (c) (e) 

h

(d) 

pT sT sVpV sL

top
view

side
view h

Figure 5: (a) The particles pT and springs sT on the Delaunay triangulation and (b) the particles pV and springs sV on the
Voronoi diagram are linked by (c) the springs sL. (d) Vein springs sT

vein and sV
vein on the two layers intersect each other. (e) The

thickness hi of a triangle is the shortest distance between a Voronoi particle pV
i and that triangle.

Voronoi particle at the center of a triangle with the three tri-
angle particles (Fig. 5 (c)). Thus, there are two types of par-
ticles pT and pV and three types of springs sT , sV and sL.

A particle pi in either of the particle sets pT and pV has a
position xi, a velocity vi, a water content wi, a solute content
Mi, a total mass mi(= Mi +wi). A spring s j in one of the
three spring sets sT , sV and sL connects two particles pa

j and
pb

j and has the target length l j.

Each triangle has a thickness hi, which is the shortest dis-
tance between the plane of the triangle and its correspond-
ing Voronoi particle (Fig. 5 (e)). If the thickness hi < 0, this
means that the corresponding Voronoi particle is positioned
in the opposite direction to the face normal (Fig. 4). Given
two simple models that have the same properties except
thickness (Fig. 6), the thickness h affects the bending angle
∆θ between two adjacent cells when the upper layer shrinks
at the same rate ∆l. A thinner model wrinkles more, because
∆θ is inversely related to h: ∆θ = tan−1(∆l/h) [IYKI08].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Two cases that crease the triangle layer. If the
vein particles are in the opposite direction (hV

vein<0), the tri-
angle layer generates the same crease by extending the vein
springs.

3.3. Mass Distribution w.r.t. the Vein Structure

As leaves dehydrate, veins become more conspicuous be-
cause they bend into smooth curves, whereas the leaf sur-
face wrinkles. We therefore assign different properties to the
vein particles pvein and vein springs svein on the triangle and
Voronoi layers. pT

vein and sT
vein on the triangle layer are cho-

sen when the leaf is modeled, whereas the vein springs sV
vein

on the Voronoi layer connect the Voronoi particles pV
vein cor-

responding to the two adjacent triangles which share vein
springs sT

vein (Fig. 5 (d)).

The vein particles and springs are connected following
the hierarchical structure of the leaf’s unique venation pat-
terns [RFL∗05]. In this paper, we mainly focus on leaves of
dicotyledons, in which the veins originate from the stem of
the leaf and branch repeatedly; these patterns are more in-
teresting patterns than those of the parallel veins of mono-
cotyledons. Murray’s law [Mur26] states that the radii of
daughter veins rdi can be obtained from the radius of the
mother vein r using the following relationship: r3 = ∑i r3

di.
Therefore, the main vein has the maximum radius and the
radii of veins decrease following the venation hierarchy. In
addition, because a leaf vein tends to taper to the tip, the vein
particles along the same vein have different radii.

To represent the non-uniform distribution of vein radii fol-
lowing Murray’s law, we need to interpolate the quantities,
such as mass of particles, elsewhere on a layer using the

Figure 6: The effect of the thickness h on the bending angle
θ (∆θ1 > ∆θ2).

c© 2012 The Author(s)
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weighted distance from the particles to the leaf base. To do
this we first initialize the distance di = 0 of the leaf base par-
ticle and find the shortest distance di of particles from the
leaf vein using the Bellman-Ford algorithm with different
weights for vein and remaining surface springs, ωvein and
ωsurf. The interpolation parameter τi (0≤ τi ≤ 1) for a parti-
cle pi is then calculated using the following kernel function:

τi =

(
1− di

dmax

)D

, (1)

where dmax is the maximum value in {di}. Attaching smaller
weights ωvein to the lengths of the vein springs in the
Bellman-Ford algorithm and using higher value of D in the
kernel function changes the dispersion of τi. As D increases,
only particles close to the vein have large τi, as shown in Fig.
7(d).

Then, the initial mass of particles m0
i is linearly interpo-

lated by τi.

m0
i = mmin(1− τi)+mmaxτi, (2)

where (mmin, mmax) is the range of mass.

4. Osmotic Water Flow

A leaf cell is bounded by a permeable membrane which al-
lows water but not solutes in and out of the cell [KB95].
When the concentration of solutes increases as a result of
transpiration or evaporation, water flows between cells to
equalize concentrations. In our particle-spring system a cell
is represented as a particle with an amount of water wi and of
solutes Mi, and the permeable membrane between two cells
is represented by the spring which connects the two parti-
cles.

In an equilibrium state, the concentration of solutes ci =
Mi/mi and the water ratio µi = wi/mi is the same in all par-
ticles (Fig. 8 (a)). As soon as a particle becomes dehydrated

m

m

(a)                  (b)                   (c)                 (d)

Figure 7: Values between mmin and mmax are distributed by
the interpolation parameter τ. As the difference in weights
applied to the vein and surface springs (ωvein : ωsurf) and
D in Eq. 1 increases, the distribution of the values following
the venation becomes more conspicuous.

1.0

0.0
0   1   2   3          0   1   2   3          0   1   2   3      

watersolute

particle
index

(a)                      (b)                       (c)

mass

Figure 8: (a) In the initial state, the concentration of solutes
in all particles is the same (0.25). (b) As the particles lose
water (-0.2), the concentration changes. (c) Osmotic water
flow with λ =∞ causes the particles to return to an equilib-
rium state in which the concentration is uniform (≈ 0.38).

(Fig. 8 (b)), water starts moving up the concentration gradi-
ent until the particles return to an equilibrium (Fig. 8 (c)).

To simulate the flow of water through the network of veins
and its diffusion to the edge of the leaf, the particle masses
mT

i are distributed initially using the interpolation parameter
τ

T
i , within the range mmin and mmax. The mass of Voronoi

particles mV
i is the average mass of the three particles of the

corresponding triangle. Then, the water content wi of all par-
ticles is determined by the same water ratio µ0 (wi = µ0mi,
0 ≤ µ0 < 1)). When the rate of water loss is approximately
the same (∆wi ≡ −wloss∆t) at every particle, the concentra-
tion of solutes of particles with low mass increases quickly,
and water flows into them.

We model osmotic water flow using an extension of
the 1D diffusion method introduced by Desbrun et al.
[DMSB99]. They proposed the umbrella operator L (Eq. 3)
weighted by the spring length to solve the problem of non-
uniform diffusion on irregular mesh. They also represent the
implicit integration (Eq. 4) for stable simulation when the
time step ∆t and diffusion coefficient λ are large.

L(wi) =
2
E ∑

j∈N1(i)

∆wi j

|li j|
, where E = ∑

j∈N1(i)
|li j|, (3)

where ∆wi j = w j−wi and li j = |x j−xi|.

(I−λ∆tL)wn+1 = (wn−wloss∆t1), (4)

where I is the identity matrix, wn is the vector of all wi values
at frame n and 1 is a vector in which all elements are one.

In general diffusions, the quantity of exchanged water be-
tween two particles is proportional to the difference in the
mass of water in the two particles ∆wi j in Eq. 3. To model
osmotic flow, ∆wi j must be the amount of water transfered
because of the difference in concentration.

In order to equalize the concentration in two particles, an
amount of water ∆wi j moves from p j to pi:

M j

M j +w j−∆wi j
=

Mi

Mi +wi +∆wi j
. (5)

c© 2012 The Author(s)
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Figure 9: (a) Water is continuously supplied at the red point and diffuses through the triangular mesh. (b) The mass of solutes
Mi in each particle is denoted by the texture color at that position (black=0.1, gray=0.55 and white=1.0). (c-f) The distribution
of water wi simulated by the 1D diffusion [DMSB99] and the osmotic flow with the diffusion coefficient λ (λmin ≤ λ≤ λmax).

If we reformulate Eq. 5 to express ∆wi j, we obtain

∆wi j =
Miw j−M jwi

Mi +M j
(6)

Consequently, the Laplacian operator for osmosis is derived
by substituting ∆wi j in Eq. 3, as follows:

Lo(wi) =
2
E ∑

j∈N1(i)

Miw j−M jwi

|li j|(Mi +M j)
. (7)

To model the faster flow of water through veins, we
weight the exchanged water between two particles ∆wi j in
the Laplace operator (Eq. 7) by replacing the diffusion coef-
ficient λ in Eq. 4. with λi j to obtain:

Lo(wi) =
2
E ∑

j∈N1(i)
λi j

Miw j−M jwi

|li j|(Mi +M j)
. (8)

(
I−∆tLo)wn+1 = (wn−wloss∆t1) (9)

Since springs are not directional links (λi j = λ ji), the matrix
(I−∆tLo) is positive definite, and so the conjugate gradi-
ent method converges. The values of λi j are obtained in the
context of the vein structure using the averaged interpolation

parameter of the two connected particles (τi + τ j)/2 within
the range λmin to λmax.

As a result of the change of water mass wi, the total mass
mi has to be updated:

mn
i = Mi +wn

i (10)

Fig. 9 compares results obtained from the osmotic model
with those from a general diffusion model [DMSB99]. In
(a), we see a triangular mesh structure filling a rectangle; (b)
shows the initial mass of solutes Mi in particles — those in
the primary vein (white) are initialized to 1.0, those in the
secondary veins (gray) are 0.55, and the remaining regions
(black) are 0.1. λ of a spring is interpolated by M j = (Ma +
Mb)/2− 0.1 where Ma and Mb are the solutes masses of
two particles such that λ in the black region is zero: λ =
λmin(1−M j)+λmaxM j.

In the initial state, all particles are completely desiccated,
wi = 0, and a constant flow of water is supplied to the leaf
base (the red circle in (a)) during the simulation. In (c) we
see how the general diffusion [DMSB99] causes water to
spread out in all directions regardless of the mass of solutes
until all particles have the same water content in the equilib-
rium state.

c© 2012 The Author(s)
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The experiment compares two methods to control the wa-
ter capacity and the flow of water wi by the distribution of
solutes Mi: (d) the general diffusion with varying diffusion
coefficient λ between λmin and λmax and (e) the osmotic
water flow. In (d), λ = 0 for the springs in the black re-
gions, preventing water flow into the black regions. How-
ever, λ 6= 0 cannot cause particles to have different water
content as found in (e), because λ only affects the speed of
the diffusion. On the contrary, in (e), the water content in the
black regions is low (< 1.0) and particles containing more
solutes in the white regions accept more water than those in
the gray regions. If we combine the osmotic water flow (e)
with the different values of λ (d), we can simulate the faster
flow of water along the white veins containing more water
than other regions (f).

5. Leaf Deformation

When springs in the triangle-based double-layer structure
shrink or expand, the structure bends or wrinkles so as to
minimize the compressive or tensile stress. We consider the
two types of bending of the leaf surface caused by differ-
ential strain in and out of the plane of the leaf [CRM∗04].
When the upper and lower surfaces of a leaf shrink by a dif-
ferent amount, the leaf curls up (Fig. 14 (a)). Drying leaves
generally curl up, because the upper surface receives more
sunlight directly and dries quickly. At the same time, non-
uniform shrinkage in each layer produces in-plane stresses,
and leaf surface buckles (Fig. 14 (b, c)). We therefore handle
bending by shrinking or expanding the springs in the dou-
ble layer-structure. The realism of bending and wrinkling is
enhanced by robust strain-limiting techniques [MHHR07].

5.1. Leaf Shrinkage by Dehydration

We regard that the mass of a spring is the average mass of
two connected particles. If the density of the spring ρ is con-
stant, then the volume v is linearly proportional to the mass
of the spring. Then, the ratio of the volume of a spring with
regard to its initial value is as follows:

vrel =
(mn

a +mn
b)ρ

(m0
a +m0

b)ρ
=

mn
a +mn

b

m0
a +m0

b
. (11)

The target length of a spring is therefore adjusted to account
for a change in particle mass as follows:

ln = l0 (1−σ(1− vrel)
α
)
, (12)

where σ is a user-defined parameter and l0 is the rest length.

The user provides σvein to the shrinkage rate for veins,
and σsurf for the shrinkage rate on the surface. Large values
of σvein are assigned to vein springs to create sharp creases
along veins. As the masses of particles in the two layers de-
crease by water loss, the leaf model bends in the direction
of the layer that loses more water. The thickness of the leaf
can also decrease as the length of springs in the linked layer

1.0

0.6

0.2

(a) α = 1.0 (b) α = 1.3

1.0

0.6

0.2
frame frame 

water water

volumevolume

Figure 10: The relative changes in volume (triangle area×
height) w.r.t. the mass changes (mn/m0).

decreases. If the particle masses, ma and mb, are under the
threshold mmin or the spring length ln is under the threshold
lmin, the spring stops shrinking.

Woolley [Woo73] shows that the change in volume of de-
hydrated leaf pieces is linearly proportional to the decrease
of the relative water content; therefore, the changes in thick-
ness and the decrease in area are non-linear by dimensional
considerations. In our simulation, we use α = 1 for sim-
plicity and efficiency, but this results in the non-linear de-
crease in volume as shown in Fig. 10 (a). Instead of formu-
lating a new equation, we assign α≈ 1.3 to make the volume
changes quite linearly dependent on the mass changes (Fig.
10 (b)).

5.2. Dynamics

Overly stretched or compressed springs produce excessive
distortion of the shape of a rubber-like behavior. Com-
pared to earlier techniques relying on internal forces, the
constraint-based technique [MHHR07] places narrow lim-
its on the deformation of springs and converges much more
quickly.

In the position-based dynamics (PBD) approach
[MHHR07], a spring with a target length l that connects
the two particles pa and pb is subject to the strain-limiting
constraint

C(xa,xb) = |xa−xb|− l. (13)

In the PBD approach, the position of the endpoints are iter-
atively displaced in the direction apposite to the gradient of
the constraint −∇C until the strains of all springs are under
the user-defined threshold: |C/l| < λC. The constraint on a
spring induces the displacements ∆xi of its end points, and
their velocities also change: ∆vi = ∆xi/∆t.

The constraint becomes effective when particles are dis-
placed by external forces or the target length of a spring is
adjusted to model shrinkage or expansion. In our simulation,
the constraint value increases as the spring shortens by de-
hydration. Then, we update the position and velocity of par-
ticles using the PBD to find the deformed shape to minimize
the constraint.

c© 2012 The Author(s)
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5.3. Collision Detections

After solving the PBD system, we resolve self-collisions on
the triangular mesh alone. When a particle on the triangle
layer passes through the Voronoi layer as a result of a dis-
placement introduced to correct a self-collision, the posi-
tions and velocities of Voronoi particles are also modified.

A Voronoi particle pV
i is supposed to maintain the thick-

ness of the leaf by keeping a distance hi from the correspond-
ing triangle F on the triangle layer. Thus, the position of a
Voronoi particle can easily be updated as follows:

xV
i =

1
3
(xF

a +xF
b +xF

c )+hin, (14)

where xF
a , xF

b and xF
c are the positions of three particles of

F , and n is the normal to the plane of F . The new velocity
of the Voronoi particle vV

i is the average of those of the three
triangle particles (vF

a +vF
b +vF

c )/3.

The triangle and Voronoi layers often entangle each other
when a particle in one layer penetrates the surface of the
other and gets stuck because of the action of the link springs
(Fig. 11(b)). The creases produced by the mislocated parti-
cles may be considered as errors; but they also help to make
wrinkles more complicated, as shown in Fig. 12 (b).

Therefore, the distance ĥi = (xV
i − xF

a ) · n is temporarily
stored just before collision detection, and the positions of the
Voronoi particles are restored after the effect of collisions
has been resolved by using ĥi or hi in Eq. 14.

Figure 11: (a) Two-layer structure at rest. (b) A particle on
the Voronoi layer passes through its corresponding triangle
and generates curves.

(a) (b)

Figure 12: The generated wrinkles with (a) hi and (b) ĥi.

6. Results

We used a PC with an Intel Core i5 CPU running at
2.67GHz, with 16GB of RAM, and implemented our sim-
ulation program using C++. The time-consuming step in

Algorithm 1 The pseudo-code for the simulation.
1: for each frame n do
2: wT ← osmoticWaterFlow(pT ,sT ,wT

loss) (Eq. 9)
3: wV ← osmoticWaterFlow(pV ,sV ,wV

loss)
4: for each particle pT∪V

i do
5: mi← updateMass() (Eq. 10)
6: end for
7: for each spring sT∪V∪L

j do
8: l j← shrinkSpringLength() (Eq. 12)
9: end for

10: for each particle pT∪V
i do

11: vi← vi +g∆t, (g: gravity)
12: xi← xi +vi∆t
13: end for
14: for each particle pV

i do
15: ĥi← (xV

i −xF
a ) ·ni

16: end for
17: for each projection step k do
18: ĥi← (xV

i −xF
a ) ·ni

19: xT ,vT ← PBD(xT ,CT )
20: xV ,vV ← PBD(xV ,CV )
21: xT∪V ,vT∪V ← PBD(xT∪V ,CL)
22: end for
23: xT ,vT ← resolveCollisions(pT ,F)
24: for each particle pV

i do
25: xV

i ← (xF
a +xF

b +xF
c )/3+ ĥini (or hi)

26: vV
i ← (vF

a +vF
b +vF

c )/3
27: end for
28: end for

the simulation is solving the PBD systems in the deforma-
tion and it occupies 86˜97% of the total simulation times.
The computational cost for the PBD mainly depends on the
number of springs. For example, solving the PBD system
for the maple model (Fig. 17) which contains 51K springs
took 1157ms and the total computation time per frame was
1337ms.

The pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 summarizes the whole
simulation we have explained. When one of the two layers is
desiccated completely, we stop the simulation of the osmotic
water flow and shrinkage of springs to prevent returning to
the flat shape. If the length of a spring is shorter than the
user-defined ratio, it also stops shrinking. Even if the leaf
model finishes drying and shrinking, we can continue the
simulation of the leaf being moved and deformed by external
forces such as gravity or collisions with the environmental
objects.

We cannot synchronize the simulation and real time, be-
cause a leaf dries over several hours or days. The time step
could be arbitrarily determined by the user, but is restricted
by the condition of each simulation. The PBD [MHHR07]
and the implicit integration for diffusion [DMSB99] that we

c© 2012 The Author(s)
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Maple Plane Tree Wisteria
Particle size 13197 15069 12750
Spring size 51102 59550 50436
Osmotic flow 155.65 81.69 16.26
Dynamics 1157.19 1492.01 1499.41
Collisions 24.28 29.03 23.16
Total (ms) 1337.03 1602.73 1538.83

Table 1: The computation times (ms) for each simulation
step (The examples in Fig. 17).

use are relatively stable with a large time step, but the colli-
sion detection limits the time step in our simulation.

All the simulation results are rendered with Mental Ray
in 3ds Max. The photographs of leaves in the modeling
process are used as leaf textures for rendering. To visual-
ize the smooth color transition of drying leaves, we linearly
blend each pixel color of the input leaf texture with the user-
defined desiccated leaf texture depending on the relative wa-
ter content.

We demonstrate the diversity of simulation results that can
be obtained by adjusting the main parameters in each simu-
lation step, and verify the realism of our technique by com-
paring our results with photographs of real leaves.

Osmotic water flow. The flow of water can be controlled
by adjusting the parameters that determine the amount and
distribution of water, which are τ, the diffusion coefficient λ

and the boundary conditions of the diffusion. Fig. 16 shows
leaves which have half become dehydrated at a constant rate.
When λ = 0.0 (b), the relative water content wn/w0 (bottom)
is associated with the venation patterns, whereas when λ =
100.0 (c) the concentration of water has dropped across the
entire leaf; therefore, the leaf shrinks and wrinkles form over
its whole surface.

Shape deformation by shrinkage. The thickness h of the
double-layer structure affects the fine details including wrin-
kles, curls and creases on the leaf surface; but it cannot be
related to biology and must be chosen by the user. Fig. 13
shows wrinkles on surfaces of different thickness. As we
would expect, the thinnest surface (c) has the finest wrinkles

Figure 13: A comparison of drying leaves with different
thicknesses: (a) 1:0.005, (b) 1:0.001 and (c) 1:0005.

Figure 14: Deformation of the double-layer caused by in-
homogeneous shrinkage. (a) Upper layer shrinks uniformly;
(b) the central region or (c) the boundary region shrinks
more, and the circle wrinkles through buckling. The ratios
of width to thickness of circles in top and bottom images are
1:0.002 and 1:0.001.

Figure 15: Creases with different shrinkage rates of vein
springs (σsurf = 0.0): (a) σvein = −5.0, (b) σvein = 1.0 and
σvein = 5.0. Only the Voronoi layer is dehydrated (wV

loss =
2.0 and wT

loss = 0.0).

whereas the thickest surface (a) bends smoothly. Fig. 14 also
compare the wrinkles of two circles with different thickness
when they shrink non-uniformly.

The shrinkage rate of springs σ
V on the Voronoi layer is

used to generate sharp creases or folds along main veins.
As σ

V
vein increases, the creases become prominent (Fig. 15

(b), (c)). When σ
V
vein is negative, the direction of the crease

reverses (Fig. 15 (a)).

Comparisons with real leaves. We observed the changes
that occurred in sample leaves as they dehydrated. The leaf
surface, real photos and the corresponding vein structure are
shown in Fig. 17. Tables 1 and 2 show the computation times
and the parameters used in the simulation for the leaves.

The leaves of plane trees, wisteria and hibiscus show sim-
ilar deformations in which veins become obtrusive and fine
wrinkles appear on the leaf surface as the leaves shrink. The
boundary region of the red Japanese maple leaf wrinkles or
curls up, whereas the green Japanese maple generates sharp
creases along the main veins rolling at the tip. These two
maples uses the same particle-spring model, but produce dif-
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Maple Maple Plane
Wisteria Grass

(green) (red) Tree
∆t 0.002
g 0 (0, -9.8, 0) 0

mmin 0.1
mmax 1.0

µ0 0.2 0.7 0.2
D 1 1 2 1 2

hvein -0.06 0.06 0.01 0.02 -0.01
hsurf -0.0005 0.01 0.01 0.005 -0.01
λmin 0.04 0.0 100 0.1 0.001
λmax 0.04 0.0 100 0.1 0.001
wT

loss -0.1 -0.02 0.0 -0.1 -0.0
wV

loss -0.2 -0.01 -0.1 0.0 -0.07
σvein 0.5 0.0 1.0 0.1 3.0
σsurf 1.5 0.5 1.0 0.3 10.0

Table 2: The parameter values for the examples in Fig. 17.

ferent results with different textures and parameters. Drying
ginkgo leaves do not distort much, but the boundaries of the
leaves roll up. Because our technique does not entirely rely
on the vein of a model, it can depict the drying of leaves
without prominent veins.

Although we mainly focus on the leaves of dicotyledons,
we can also simulate the deformation of leaves of mono-
cotyledons, which have parallel veins branching at the leaf
base and merging at the tip. The grass leaf model rolls from
the tip as the dehydration proceeds.

7. Discussion

The venation patterns shown in the examples given are quite
simple, because we manually modeled the auxiliary image
(Fig. 3(b)) which identifies the vein structure. We can re-
place the manual process with automatic vein extraction to
generate more complex venation patterns and to enhance the
efficiency. The extraction of veins from the leaf silhouette
[MMPP03] is limited to the lobed shape and cannot guaran-
tee the correspondence between the resulting vein skeletons
and the venation patterns in the input texture. We believe that
image processing [PHN08] techniques could extract more
accurate venation patterns of the given textures.

Runions et al. [RFL∗05] generate realistic leaf venation
patterns by the gradual development of veins based on the
canalization hypothesis. This technique produces various
types of venation patterns by adjusting parameters. By defin-
ing the sampled points following the synthesized veins as the
vein particles in our modeling process, we can generate a di-
versity of input leaf models with different venation patterns.

Various effects such as cracks, insect attacks [PTMG08]
and growing spots could be incorporated into the simulation

Figure 16: Changes in water content when a leaf is semi-
dehydrated. When λ is small, the variation in the water con-
tent increases, because the regions away from veins cannot
be rehydrated quickly. (a) A fully hydrated leaf and dehy-
drated leaves with (b) λ = 0.0 and (c) λ = 100.0. The upper
images show leaf color, water content is shown in the middle
images, and relative water content below.

to improve realism. Because leaves tend to become less elas-
tic or rigid as they are dehydrated, we must treat them as less
elastic or rigid bodies. Using the PBD [MHHR07], the stiff-
ness coefficient k (0≤ k≤ 1) multiplied by the displacement
∆x or the threshold λC for convergence affects the stiffness
of the model (Section 5.2). We could therefore simulate the
change in the stiffness of leaves by interpolating k and λC
depending on the relative water content.

Simulation methods provide diverse results by changing
parameters, but this requires much work by the user to de-
termine the optimal values for the required results. Similarly,
the proposed technique also takes time to adjust parameters
by trial and errors, because the simulation is not in real time
and there are many parameters to consider. To avoid this,
measured data from experiments [XC11] could be a solu-
tion. Although we have tried to emulate the biology of real
leaves as far as possible, many influencing factors have been
neglected for the sake of manageable controls and reason-
able computation times.

The modeling of deformation by means of inhomoge-
neous volume changes could be extended to model other
botanic processes, such as the growth, wilting and drying of
leaves or flowers [IYKI08]. Osmotic water flow changes the
concentration of solutes towards an equilibrium state. This
suggests that our technique might be applied to other pro-
cesses based on diffusions.
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8. Conclusions

We have simulated the changes in morphology found in dry-
ing leaves. Using triangle-based double-layer structure al-
lowed us to model the fine wrinkles caused by inhomoge-
neous shrinkage due to the water loss. The osmotic water
flow simulates the internal water flow through leaves so that
dehydrated regions of drying leaves advance forward the
veins.
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(d)

Figure 17: The drying of different types of leaf: Japanese maple (red), Japanese maple (green), plane tree, hibiscus, ginkgo,
wisteria and grass leaf (from top to bottom images). (a) The animation of drying leaves. (b) The results of simulated leaf models
and (c) photographs of leaves. (d) The vein structures.
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